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#121    EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

City of Austin 

Green Builder Program

The City of Austin, Texas is home to one of the most progressive efficiency 
programs in the world. The Green Builder program pushes the envelope of 
energy efficiency program designs to encompass parallel emphases on 
water efficiency, waste management, and use of "green" building materials. 
Using a clever market-pull mechanism to foster an integrated resource 
management approach to new residential construction, Austin has not only 
begun to transform its own "shelter industry" but has been internationally 
acclaimed as a model for sustainable development.

Green Builder’s roots were in the Energy Star program, an early home
energy rating program that was based on a point system (see Profile #11).
The better the efficiency of the home, the better its rating, thus the more
saleable the home. As community awareness in Energy Star grew the
building community began to respond by "going green," recognizing that
efficiency had become a feature of home buyers’ decisions in Austin. When
the program was expanded beyond energy efficiency, it "took off like a
rocket!" Austin had tapped a vein of public interest and Green Builder
quickly became prominent in Austin, the United States, and around the
world.

As with other voluntary programs, effectively marketing the program to
home buyers and to the shelter industry has been key to its success. The
City has employed a range of strategies from renting a prominent billboard
to hosting an acclaimed conference on green building. Collaborating with
Habitat for Humanity and the American Institute for Learning (AIL) further
raised the program’s profile. Along with the City, AIL was instrumental in
developing a green building, job training program for at-risk youths. Then
the greatest program leap occurred when a production home developer
developed a large residential community in line with the program. Another
developer further validated the program by building affordable housing to a
Three Star rating, proving that green building can be socially responsible
while affordable.

Perhaps Austin’s most important contribution has been its detailed
assessment of building materials. To rate homes based on their materials,
program staff not only had to get its arms around a vast and growing body
of information related to green building, but also had to translate these
values to the building community in Austin. The Sustainable Building
Sourcebook represents a major effort in substantiating green building,
providing builders, architects, developers, and others with comprehensive
information on building materials and practices that can foster a path to
sustainability. This arduous and pioneering work not only benefits Austin,
but serves as a solid foundation for green building efforts around the world.
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